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Abstract
A rnult i-project ceramic substrate was used in developing
a gas sensor and pressure sensor, The ceramic substrate
contained 36 chips with six variants including sensors,
process control monitors, and an interconnect chip. I’he
gas sensor is being developed as an air quality monitor
and the prcssu re gage as a barometer.
introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe the development
of two sensors using a multi-project ceramic substrate
approach to sho~v how reliability problems are dealt at
the outset of the effort.
‘1’he sensors are being developed for use in the space
p mgram, These sensors arc a part of an integrated
instrument set in suppolt of environmen~~l quality and
meteorological measurements.
Muti-project Ceramic Substrate
The multi-project ceramic substrate, show in Fig. 1,
contains 36 chips ~vith six variants including the sensors,
process control and yield monitors, and interconnect chip
A hi~her rnagnifiecl view of the six variants is sho~vn in
}~ig. 2. ‘1’he substrate consists of eight layers including
two metal and dielectric layers, a via, resistor, and pad
krycrs. “J’hc chips were fabricated using screen printing
techniques similar to the procedures used to process
hybricl microelectronic thick-film co-fired ceramic
substrates [1].

FigL!re

J

MLl]ti-project co-fired ceramic sLlbstrate 9.0

cm x 9,6 cm with a row of electrical contacts sho~wl at
the bottom.

“l”he chips, found on the substrate shown in Fig,. 1, were
clesigncd with six variants, l’he variants arc shown in
l;ig. 2. ~’he chips arc (a) prototype gas SENSOR C} III’,
(b) gas sensor TEST ClIII’ for gas sensor development,
(c) YIFI,D Cl 11P for pinhole detection between layers
and for via continuity tests, (d) AI ,llllA CI 111’ is a
prototype pressure sensor, (e) PARAMETRIC chip for
measurin~ metal layer sheet and via resistances, and (0
M(JX chip for mounting two multiplexer circuits. The

.

THST @IP, was dcscrlbcd at ICMTS 1996 {3] and was
~l~cd to establish the baseline response for the polypyrrolc
gas sensing layers.

driven node, a virtual ground node and a ground node.
The interfering resistors are: the contact resistor, Rc, the
multiplexer (MUX) resistor, Rnlux, the cross-talk
resistor, Rcros5, and the guard resistor, Rguard.
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‘1’hc measurement of Rx follows flrom Rx = V/lx. This
requires that Rc be much smaller than Rx: this was
achieved by using Au or Pt electrodes. I’hc MUX
resistance, which is between 100 to 1000 Q, cm be
neglected since it is small compared with the input
impedance of the voltmeter, which excccds 1 M Q. The
Rcro55 resistance can be ignored when the third terminal
is grounded, Finally, the RgLlard rcsistmcc cm be
ignored because the Io\v impedance of the ammeter
provides a low impedance path virtually grounds the
virtual ground node,
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I;igurc 3. Simplified three-ternlinal circuit for a sensor
denoted by Rx,

l:i~urc 2, Six chips, 1,0 cm x 2.4 cm, found on the
substmte showII in Fig. 1,
Sitnplified circuit l)iagran]
The two sensors clevelopcd on this project are vic}ved as
an interaction between the sensor heed ~vith the surrounc{
An equivalent circuit for the surround
elect ronics.
electronics is shown in Fig. 3 where the sensor resistor is
“fhc extra resistors sho}vn in the figure are
I{x.
potentially reliability problems in that they can detract
from the sensor nlcasuremcnt,
‘i’hc circuit, shown in Fig. 3, hi~hlights s e v e r a l
n~casuremcnts issues that occur in varying edges with the
two sensors under development.
‘1’he characteristic
feature of the circuit[-y is the prcscncc of three nodes; a

Gas sensor Development
air quality
monitor for the Space Shutlle. “1’hc approach cc)nsists of
fabricating an array of clifferent polyrncrs on a ceramic
substrate, Each polymer has its own characteristic
response to gases, Gas identification is accomplished by
matching the response of the array to an unknowm gas to
the prerecorded response of the array to a suit of knowm
gases [2].

‘1’hc gym sm)sor is being dcvclopecl as an

The challenge in devclopin~ the gas sensor is found in the
deposition of m array of different polymers, the
elimination of the cross talk between the polymers,
elimination of pinholes between conducting layers in the
chips, reduction of the contact resistance well bclo~v the
film resistance, and developing \vater insoluble

.-

insulato’rs. The contact resistance is reduced by choosing
a.metal such as Au for the electrodes. Pinholes between
conducting layer were eliminated by using special
processing and water insoiuble insulators were designed
especially for this application.
g-he dcvcloprmnt of the sensor chip is guided by the test
chip [3] which consists of a number of e!ectrodc
configurations as depicted in Fig. 4.

electronics is designed to measure the change in
resistance of the films and to track baseline drift.

t

l’he gas sensor circuitry, shown in Fig. 6, is designed to
measure film resistance changes in the ppru (parts per
million) range, to eliminate cross k~lk between sensors,
and to minimize pin count. The architecture of the gas
sensor chip, shown in the shaded region of Fig. 6,
indicates that one side of each sensor Rxi is connected to
a common node which is connected to the input terminal
of Op Amp U 1, The R cross is eliminated by grounding
the sensor nodes on either side of the sensor under test.
The pprn detection is achieved by nulling the VS13N
signal via V 1 and amplifying it via Op Amp U2. The
si=nal is digitized via a 12-bit ADC.
“, -&+”

l:igurc 4. Gas sensor test chip consisting of 13 electrode
configurations found at the botton of the chip, Electrical
connections are made through the pads located at the top
of the chip.
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l’hc response of the gas sensor, shown in Fig, 5, indicates
(a) that the response is within 15 seconds of the onset of
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Figure 6. Gas sensor
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and amplify circuit.
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Figure 5. l’ypical gas sensor response for four sensors,
SO, S 1, S2, And S3 seen in Fig, 4 exposed to methanol
(McO1 1), ethanol (ILtOII) and propanol (PrOl 1) [3].
the gas exposure, (b) that there is a difference in response
between the electrode configurations, and (c) that
baseline clrifts must be accommodated,
Thus, the

“1’hc pressure scrlsor is beinS developed to measure the
pressure on h~nrs where the atmosphere is 95 percent
COZ and varies from 1 to 20 mb over a temperature
range of -125 to 30°C. The approach consists of
rrmrsuring the current from the ionization gage which is
proportional to the gas density and hcncc the pressure at
a p,iven atmosphere temperature.
‘l”hc challenSe in developing the pressure sensor is found
in measuring ion currents which are in the sub p,4 range,
in dcvclopins a sensor to withstand a hard lanolin:, of
80,000 ~’s, and in determinin~ the optimum six for the
ion chamber.

l’hc pr&sure gage, shown schematically in Fig 7,
consists of a 1 -pCi Arm241 alpha source which ionizes
the gas inside the chamber. The positively ionized gas is
drifted to the cathode by an electric field resulting from a
5V potential placed between the anode and cathode. The
ion current is fed directly into an Op Amp.

iowcred (I)OWN) above the cathode, As seen in Fig. 9,
the optimum height is about 5 mm for an air ambient It
roonl ternocraturc, Further experiments are urrdcr way to
dctcrrnine the optimum height for Martian pressures
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(:onfrguration of the alpha-particle gasFigule 7 .
pressure sensor where the distance bcttvcen the anode ancl
cathode is }1 [4].
Typical ion currents are sho~vn in Fig, 8 ~vhcre it is seen
that the ion current is proportional to pressure, Note that
the ion currents over the Martian pressure range are less
than 0.4 pA.
0.4
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F’iSurc 9, Pressure sensor response to hei~ht of Am-241
above the cathocic.
~’hc surround circuitry for the ion charnbcr is sho~wl in
Fig. 11). ‘1’he ion chamber’s cathode is connected directly
to the input of Op Amp U I which has a very low input
currcrlt and offset voitary. A 1“-netlvork [5], composed
of RI, R2, and R3, is used to amplif~ the input signal
which is feed into the input of op Amp U2 which is a
follo\ver with grin. 3’he plus input to U2 contains a
Sallen-Key 1-117, Io\v pass filter [6] l~hich reciuces the
random noise component of the ion current.
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where the gas in the chamber is N2 at room temperature
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in this effort the approp[-iate hcig,ht, }1, as seen in F’is. 7
of the anock above the cathode is determined to find the
optimum performance for the chamber. in the
experiment, the Anl-2.4 1 source was raisccl (U}’) anti

};igurc 10. Pressure sensor c;;uitry sho}ving the ‘J’nctwork is used to amplify the ion chamber currwnt.
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capable of measuring currents in the 10
fA range. l“hc input to U 1 is guarded to maintain its 2
fA input current capability.

l’he circuitry is

Conclusions
The development of the two sensors benefited from being
simultaneously fabricated on the same multi-project
substrate. l-his mmt that the process control chips were
in common between the projects and common problems
such as pinholes and water soluble insulators were solved
jointly. l’he surround circuitry, though different, had a
comn]on feature in the use of the third terminal to
eliminate certain unwanted effects by grounding the
grourld node. In the case of the gas sensor, the third
terminal was used to eliminate cross talk between
sensors. in the case of the pressure gage, the third
tcr]ninal \vas used to eliminate stray currents by guarding
the input to the input Op Amp.
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